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ABSTRACT
We are introducing novelty detection, i.e. the automatic
identification of new or unknown data not covered by the
training data, to the field of music information retrieval.
Two methods for novelty detection are evaluated within
the context of genre classification based on spectral similarity. Both the method based solely on the similarity information and the one also utilizing genre label information perform equally well.
Keywords: novelty detection, spectral similarity, genre
classification

1

We will present two methods for novelty detection and apply them to a standard problem in music information retrieval: computation of spectral similarity of songs using Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
evaluated within a genre classification context (see e.g.
(Aucouturier & Pachet 2004)). After introducing the data
base used in the study as well as the employed preprocessing (Sec. 2), we will describe the methods of GMMs and
novelty detection (Sec. 3), present our experiments and results (Sec. 4) which is followed by discussion (Sec. 5) and
conclusion (Sec. 6).

2 DATA

INTRODUCTION

Novelty detection is the identification of new or unknown
data that a machine learning system is not aware of during
training (see (Markou & Singh 2003a) for a review). It is
a fundamental requirement for every good machine learning system to automatically identify data from regions not
covered by the training data since in this case no reasonable decision can be made. This paper is about introducing novelty detection to the field of music information retrieval where so far the problem has been ignored.
For music information retrieval, the notion of central
importance is musical similarity. Proper modeling of similarity enables automatic structuring and organization of
large collections of digital music, and intelligent music
retrieval in such structured ”music spaces”. This can be
utilized for numerous different applications: genre classification, play list generation, music recommendation, etc.
What all these different systems lack so far is the ability
to decide when a new piece of data is too dissimilar for
making a decision. E.g. to know when a new song is too
dissimilar to all songs in the data base to classify it at all,
to know when to exclude songs from a play list because
they are too dissimilar etc.
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Table 1: Statistics of our data set
Genres
22

Artists
103

Songs
2522

Artists/Genre
Min
Max
3
6

Songs/Genre
Min
Max
45
259

Table 2: List of genres for our data set
a cappella
bossa nova
drum and bass
euro-dance
hard core rap
jazz
punk
trance2

acid jazz
celtic
downtempo
folk-rock
heavy metal/thrash
jazz guitar
reggae

blues
death metal
electronic
german hip hop
italian
melodic metal
trance

For our experiments we used an in-house collection
 songs belonging to   genres.
containing
Details are given in Tables 1 and 2. The data set has
mainly been organized according to genre/artist/album.
Thus, all pieces of the same artist (and album) are assigned
to the same genre, which is a questionable but common
practice. The genres are user defined, far from perfect and
therefore quite a realistic setting: there are two different
definitions of trance, there are overlaps, for example, jazz
and jazz guitar, heavy metal and death metal etc.
From the 22050Hz mono audio signals two minutes
from the center of each song are used for further analysis. We divide the raw audio data into overlapping

frames of short duration and use Mel Frequency Cepstrum
Coefficients (MFCC) to represent the spectrum of each
frame. MFCCs are a perceptually meaningful and spectrally smoothed representation of audio signals. MFCCs
are now a standard technique for computation of spectral
similarity in music analysis (see e.g. (Logan 2000)). The
frame size for computation of MFCCs for our experiments
was  (512 samples), with a hop-size of 
(256 samples) for the overlap of frames. The average energy of each frame’s spectrum was subtracted. We used
the first 20 MFCCs for all our experiments.

3 METHODS

  

3.1 Computing spectral similarity of songs
The following approach to music similarity based on spectral similarity pioneered by (Logan & Salomon 2001) and
(Aucouturier & Pachet 2002) is now seen as one of the
standard approaches in the field of music information retrieval. For a given music collection of songs, each belonging to one of  music genres, it consists of the following basic steps:

 for each song, compute MFCCs for short overlapping
frames as described in Sec. 2
 train a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for each of
the songs
 compute a similarity matrix between all songs using
the likelihood of a song given a GMM
 based on the genre information, do nearest neighbor
classification using the similarity matrix
The last step of genre classification can be seen as a
form of evaluation. Since usually no ground truth with
respect to music similarity exists, each song is labeled as
belonging to a music genre using e.g. music expert advice. High genre classification results indicate good similarity measures. The winning entry to the ISMIR 2004
genre classification contest 1 by Elias Pampalk followed
basically the above described approach.
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) models the density of the input data by a mixture model of the form
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where  is the mixture coefficient for the -th mixture,  is the normal density and  and  are the mean
vector and covariance matrix of the -th mixture. The
log-likelihood function is given by
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for a data set containing data points. This function is maximized both with respect to the mixing coefficients  and with respect to the parameters of the
Gaussian basis functions using Expectation-Maximization
(see e.g. (Bishop 1995)). For all our experiments we used
  mixtures. To compute similarity between two
songs  and  , we sample 
points  from model
A and compute the log-likelihood of these samples given
model  using Equ. 2 which gives    . Reversing
the roles of  and  we get   . Summing these
two log-likelihoods and subtracting the self-similarity for
normalization yields the following similarity function:

ISMIR 2004, 5th International Conference on Music Information Retrieval, Audiovisual Institute, Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona, Spain, October 10-14,
2004; see http://ismir2004.ismir.net/ISMIRContest.html.
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3.2 Algorithms for novelty detection
Ratio-reject: Since we use probability density functions
to model the songs it is straightforward to try and use
this density information captured in the similarity matrix for a reject rule. An indication of the local densities can be gained from comparing the distance between a
test object
and it’s nearest neighbor in the training set
   , and the distance between this     and
it’s nearest neighbor in the training set      
(Tax & Duin 1998). The object is regarded as novel if the
first distance is much larger than the second distance. Using the following ratio







we reject






   
  






 

(4)

if:

        
(5)
 being the mean of all quotients  
with 
inside the training set and 
 the corresponding
standard deviation. This implies that the 
 have a
normal distribution. Parameter  can be used to change the
 means
probability threshold for rejection. Setting 
that we reject a new object
if it’s ratio   is larger
then the mean  within the training set plus three times












the corresponding standard deviation. In this case a new
object is rejected because it’s probability is less than  .
Setting   rejects objects less probable than  ,  
less than  , etc.
Knn-reject: It is possible to directly use nearest
neighbor classification to reject new data with higher risk
of being misclassified (Hellman 1970):
reject

 



if not:

 

 



 







 

(6)
with    being the th nearest neighbor of
in the training set,   a function which gives the genre information for a song and        . A new object is
rejected if the  nearest neighbors do not agree on its classification. This approach will work for novelty detection if
new objects induce high confusion in the classifier. The
higher the value for  the more objects will be rejected.

4 RESULTS

Table 3: Outline of Evaluation Procedure
for g = 1 : G
[new,data] = split(alldata,g)
for c = 1 : 10
[train,test] = split(data,c)
novel-reject(g,c) = novel(new)
test-reject(g,c) = novel(test)
accuracy(g,c) =
classify(test(not test-reject))
end
end

The results for novelty detection based on the Ratioreject and the Knn-reject rule are given in Figs. 1 and
2 as Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves
(Metz 1978). To obtain an ROC curve the fraction of false
positives (object is not novel but it is rejected) is plotted versus the fraction of true positives (object is novel
and correctly rejected). An ROC curve shows the tradeoff between how sensitive and how specific a method is.
Any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied by a decrease in specificity. If a method becomes more sensitive
towards novel objects it will reject more of them but at
the same it will also become less specific and also falsely
reject more non-novel objects. Consequently, the closer a
curve follows the left-hand border and then the top border of the ROC space, the more accurate the method is.
The closer the curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal of
the ROC space, the less accurate the method. We plot the
mean test-reject versus the mean novel-reject
for falling numbers of  (Ratio-reject) and growing numbers of  (Knn-reject). In addition the mean accuracy
for each of the different values of  and  are depicted as
separate curves. All means are computed across all 
corresponding values. The accuracy without any rejection
.
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Figure 1: Ratio-reject ROC, mean test-reject vs. novelreject (circles, solid line) and accuracy (diamonds, broken
line) for ’no rejection’, s=5,3,2,1,0.
Ratio-reject: The results for novelty detection based
on the Ratio-reject rule are given in Fig. 1. With the probability threshold for rejection set to 
 (rejection because data is less probable than  ), the accuracy rises up
to  while  of the test songs are falsely rejected
as being novel and therefore not classified at all and 
of the new songs are being rejected correctly. If one is
(rejection because
willing to lower the threshold to 
data is less probable than  ) the accuracy is at 
with already  of the test songs rejected erroneously
and  of the new songs rejected correctly.
100
80
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To evaluate the two novelty detection approaches described in Sec. 3.2 we use the following approach
shown as pseudo-code in Table 3.
First we set
aside all songs belonging to a genre g as new songs
([new,data]=split(alldata,g)) which yields
data sets new and data (all songs not belonging to genre
). Then we do a ten-fold crossvalidation using data
and new: we split data into train and test fold
([train,test] = split(data,c)) with train
always consisting of nine folds and test of one.
We compute the amount of new songs which are
rejected as being novel (novel-reject(g,c) =
novel(new)) and do the same for the test songs
(test-reject(g,c) = novel(test)). Last we
compute the accuracy of the nearest neighbor classification on test data that has not been rejected as being
novel (accuracy(g,c) = classify(test(not
test-reject))). The evaluation procedure gives
   (   ) matrices of novel-reject,
test-reject and accuracy for each parameterization of the novelty detection approaches.
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Figure 2: Knn-reject ROC, mean test-reject vs. novelreject (circles, solid line) and accuracy (diamonds, broken
line) for k=1 (no rejection) and k=2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,20.
Knn-reject: The results for novelty detection based
on the Knn-reject rule are given in Fig. 2. If  is set equal
2 the accuracy rises up to  while  of the test
songs are wrongly rejected as being novel and therefore
not classified at all and  of the new songs are being
rejected correctly. With 
 the accuracy values start
to saturate at  with already  of the test songs

rejected erroneously and
correctly.



of the new songs rejected

5 DISCUSSION
We have presented two approaches to novelty detection,
where the first (Ratio-reject) is based directly on the distance matrix and does not, contrary to Knn-reject, need
the genre labels. When comparing the two ROC curves
given in Figs. 1 and 2 it can be seen that both approaches
work approximately equally well. E.g. the performance
 resembles that of the
of the Ratio-reject rule with 
and
Knn-reject rule with  . The same holds for 
 . Also the increase in accuracy is comparable for
both methods. Depending on how much specificity one
is willing to sacrifice, the accuracy can be increased from
to well above  . Looking at both ROC curves,
we like to state that they indicate quite fair accurateness
of both novelty detection methods.
When judging genre classification results, it is important to remember that the human error in classifying some
of the songs gives rise to a certain percentage of misclassification already. Inter-rater reliability between a number
of music experts is usually far from perfect for genre classification. Given that the genres for our data set are user
and not expert defined and therefore even more problematic (see Sec. 2), it is not surprising that there is a considerable decrease in specificity for both methods.
Of course there is still room for improvement in
novelty detection for music similarity. The two presented methods are to be seen as a first attempt to
tackle the problem and could probably be improved
themselves. One idea would be to change the Knnreject rule given in Equ. 6 by introducing a weighting
scheme which puts more emphasis on closer than on distant neighbors. Then there is a whole range of alternative methods which could be explored: probabilistic
approaches (see e.g. (Bishop 1994)), Bayesian methods
(MacKay 1992) and neural network based techniques (see
(Markou & Singh 2003b) for an overview).
Finally we like to comment that whereas the Knnreject rule is bound to the genre classification framework,
Ratio-reject is not. Knn-reject probably is the method of
choice if classification is the main interest. Any algorithm
that is able to find a range of nearest neighbors in a data
base of songs can be used together with the Knn-reject
rule. Ratio-reject on the other hand has an even wider applicability. It is a general method to detect novel songs
given a similarity matrix of songs. Since it does not need
genre information it could be used for anything from play
list generation and music recommendation to music organization and visualization.

6 CONCLUSION
We introduced novelty detection, i.e. the automatic identification of new or unknown data not covered by the training data, to the field of music information retrieval. We
presented two different methods for novelty detection with
the first relying solely on the similarity information and
the second also utilizing genre label information. Both

have been shown to perform equally well in terms of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy within a genre classification context. We also discussed the potential of novelty detection for spectral similarity of songs to improve a
wide range of music information retrieval applications.
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